These awards celebrate the engineering brilliance, innovative minds, and hard work of Crestron integrators throughout Asia, Australia and New Zealand.

This luxury apartment contained a number of different automation systems that made whole home control far more complicated than it needed to be. The Crestron System was utilised to bring all the technology together and provide the client with a comprehensive and simple user interface.

With the client requiring hearing augmentation what makes this project truly unique is the multi zone music system is not only delivered through conventional speakers but also via concealed in floor hearing loops located in each of the music zones. These deliver not only selectable music sources but also TV audio in each of the AV areas.

With the Crestron system managing both methods of delivery, a Touchscreen/iPad interface and integration into the Dynalite Lighting Control panels, the client has been provided a multiple access, simple to operate solution seamlessly changing as he walked from room to room, without any interference from other zones.

As a truly custom solution the Smart Home Solutions team chose Crestron for its versatility and were able to provide a truly unique solution to an usual challenge.